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Features

MODEL  RB1772 

Description
The ultra thin recess light is a 10 watt 4"slim profile light 
fixture for recess retrofit application. It is a high-
performance, easy to install residential grade downlight 
solution that offers good light output, energy efficiency 
and stream lined design. Suitable for damp locations.
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4" Round LED Ultra Slim Profile Recess 10W,Retrofit, 
Insulation Contact (IC), Airtight Recess Lighting

RGBW WiFi Smart Downlight
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LED Characteristics
This general application light fixture features a 10 watt 
LED module that maintains uniform intensity producing 
up to 600-650 lumens with a typical CRI of 80+. RGB 
colour plus CCT changeable from 2700K-6500K colour 
temperature.

Dimming
5%-100%dimming capability. Dimming is done using 
the phone APP or by voice control.

Smart ControI Beam Spread
The fixture lens provides 110°beam spread.

Mounting
Includes two spring loaded clips to attached to any 
ceiling material.
The slim profile allows panels to be mounted under 
joists or duct work.

Warranty
3 year limited for fixture & driver.

LED Driver
Extruded junction box with 270mA dimmable class 
ll electronic LED driver with 100-120V 60Hz input. 
Includes an 18”cable from driver to fixture.

Operating Temperature
-20°C~40°C (-4°F~104°F)

Environment
Suitable for damp locations.
Suitable for insulated ceiling applications.

Lifespan
35,000 hours at 70% light output.

Certificate
cETLus
Energy Star
CE, Rohs

1.Mobile phone and voice control home lighting. Choice
of changing the temperature and luminance of light by
APP. There are 16 million possible colours that you can
choose.

2.Cell-phone Control: Open the remote control APP and
enjoy a new lifestyle. You will never have to "get up to
turn off lights"or "forget to turn off lights".

3.Voiced Control: Say "turn the light pink in dining
room" to Google Home,then you can enjoy a romantic
environment. The product is supported by mainstream
smart home platform,such as Amazon Echo & Google
Home.

4.Features Include On/of scheduling,brightness
adjustment,mode selection and colour switching.

5.Wireless module connection is safe and reliable with
ultra low power consumption.

6.Built-in global cloud service is a extremely reliable
system. The cloud service maintains a 99.99% uptime.

7.Top level information security,ISO 27001 information
security management system certification.



RB1772 600 SMD2835
SMD3838

2700-6500K
RGB

100-120V 60Hz 10W WH

ltem No. Luminous CCT Wattage CRI

≥80+

Finish DimmableLight
Source

Input
Voltage

Yes

Size    mm 

122

Specifications

Installation
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6500K
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Model RB1772, 4" WiFi RGBW Downlight

APP CONTROL WIFI ENABLED

16 MILLION COLORS COOL & WARM

TIMER INTELLIGENT SCENE

VOICE CONTROL SHARE ACCESS

AMAZON 
ECHO

GOOGLE 
HOME

Holding the clips, and push the fixture into installation hole. Release spring clips and push into place.

Open the box.
Take out accessory of wire clip.

Use suitable tool to remove one of
the knockouts of the side plate.

Remove one of the knockouts on the side plate.
Put wires through the hole.

Hole size cutout for 4" light is 110mm 
(4.3")
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